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SAXE CHAIR
Designed by Mogens Lassen



Audo Copenhagen

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSMogens Lassen was perceived as ‘the 
naughty boy in class’, but he aimed for 
perfection in each design project. His eye 
for detail, leaving nothing unnoticed, and his 
will to try out new methods are clearly seen 
in this characteristic and timeless chair. It is 
contemporary proof of his habit of pushing 
the boundaries of materials and what was 
comme il faut. Saxe Chair is a folding chair 
and the seat, manufactured in core leather, 
truly reaches the limits of how big pieces 
of leather can be and are enhanced by the 
moulded, yet massive wooden legs. In the 
middle of the 20th century, this technique 
was still in its early years. The beautiful 
fittings in solid brass work almost as a piece 
of jewellery on the chair and clearly illustrate 
how only the finest materials were selected. 
Mogens Lassen’s Saxe chair is a classic 
example of aesthetics and functionality 
enhancing one another.

SAXE CHAIR
Designed by Mogens Lassen

SOAP TREATED OAK / NATURAL LEATHER
BL581101

BROWN OILED OAK / BROWN LEATHER
BL581103

BLACK STAINED OAK / BLACK LEATHER
BL581102

NATURE OIL OAK / BLACK LEATHER
BL581104

PRODUCT TYPE
Lounge chair

COLLI
1

ENVIRONMENT
Indoor

DIMENSIONS 
H: 84 cm / 33"
SH: 37 cm / 14,6"
W: 60 cm / 23,6"
D: 67 cm / 26,4"

PRODUCTION PROCESS
Made from CNC-milled solid oak treated 
with a stained, soap or oiled finish. The seat 
and backrest are made from a single piece 
of core leather. Assembled by hand.

COLOURS 

Seat 
Nature core leather 
Black core leather 
Brown core leather 
 
Base
Soap treated oak
Nature oil oak
Black stained oak
Brown oiled oak

MATERIALS
Oak, leather, brass

WEIGHT
10,4 kg / 10,46 lb

PACKAGING TYPE
Brown box

PACKAGING MEASUREMENTS 
(H × W × D)
84 cm × 60 cm × 67 cm / 33" × 23,6" × 26,3"

MATERIALS & MAINTENANCE
Please visit audocph.com for materials, care 
and maintenance instructions.
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